ICAR- INDIAN AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
REGIONAL STATION, KALIMPONG
DISTRICT: DARJEELING, WEST BENGAL-734301
TELEPHONE/FAX: 03552-255446

File No: 84(RKVY)/2016-17/448

Dated: 22/10/2016

ADVERTISEMENT
Eligible sincere and dedicated candidates are invited to appear in the “Walk-ininterview” for the following purely contractual vacancy under grants in aid scheme of
Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojna (RKVY) project on “Scaling up the productivity of
Darjeeling Mandarin through identification. Multiplication and supply of healthy
superior clones for improving rural livelihood in Darjeeling Hills” to be held on 29th
October 2016 at 11:00am in the IARI (RS), Kalimpong.
Name and No. of
the Post
Project Assistant
and one

Field Assistant and
one

Essential Qualification
M.Sc in any discipline of
Agriculture Science
Or
Post Graduate degree in basic
science with three years
Bachelor Degree & two year
Master Degree with valid
NET qualification
B.Sc in any disciple of
Agriculture

Desirable
Qualification
Experience in
conducting field
experiment, Lab
experiment related to
fruit quality analysis,
Plant tissue culture,
Plant Molecular
Biology
Experience in
conducting field
experiment, Budding
& Grafting

Salary
Rs. 13200/-

Rs. 5900/-

Terms & Conditions
1. The position is purely temporary, on a contractual basis & offered till the completion
of project.
2. The period & duration of the project is tentative & the same may change.
3. No TA/DA will be provided for appearing in the interview.
4. Persons already in employment should bring “No Objection Certificate” from their
present employer.
5. Candidates who wish to attend the Walk-in-interview are requested to bring with them
four copies of CV with two sets of self attested photocopy of documents as per the
format given below.
6. Also, the candidates should bring the original documents such as degree certificate,
mark sheet, publications, thesis, experience certificate etc. for verification.
7. Age should be between 18-35 years as on publication of advertisement with relaxation
by 5 years for SC/ST and 3years for OBC candidates.
8. The institute reserves the right to cancel/postpone the interview without assigning any
reason thereof the institute also reserves the right to terminate the contract, even
before completion of the project for which no appeal thereof can be made.

Dr. NatashaGurung
PI, RKVY Project
MobileNo:7501913476
Email:natashagurung23@gmail.com

